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Business analytics help organisations to 

identify business solutions by building  

analysis models and simulations to 

create scenarios, to understand  current 

realities and to predict future states.  

 

It provides insights that inform business 

decisions and can be used to automate 

and optimize business processes. This 

allows an organisation to be effective in 

the way it works – making it become 

more competitive in the market place.  

 

Developing a business case which 

clearly shows the benefits of business 

analytics requires careful consideration. 

Projects are often complex, facing the  

challenges of overlapping initiatives, IT 

change controls and conflicting access to 

systems and data. 

 

Having the right tools to support the 

business case is essential. 
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The buying decisions around a business 

analytics project usually involve 

executive sign off.  

 

For anyone looking to develop a robust 

business case, it can be difficult to 

clearly show the integral intangible 

benefits that business analytics can bring 

to the organisation when written up as a 

formal business case. 

 

One solution is to supplement the formal 

written business case with a 

demonstration model that includes live 

data, making it immediately relevant and 

pertinent for sponsors and users to 

recognise.    

 

Demonstrating the value  which  the 

business analytics will bring  to the 

organisation is an important part of the 

business case. 
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When considering how to make a lasting 

impact with the business case, it is worth 

remembering that people remember 10% 

of what they read , but they remember 

50% of what they see and hear. 

 

Including a demonstration as part of the 

business case will increase your ability to 

make the benefits stick in the minds of 

the decision makers. 

 

Having a tailored proof of concept 

environment, such as a Model Office, 

allows you to show users, stakeholders 

and Board Level decision makers what 

the business analytics project can 

actually deliver. 

 

Reinforce this message by using current 

data to show how scenarios can be 

tested help with critical business 

decisions.  

 

Remember to make it real, pertinent and 

relevant for maximum impact. 
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Giving users and sponsors interaction 

with a Model Office demonstration 

means they will remember 90% of the 

key business case information. 

 

Involvement is key to generating support 

for the business analytics business case.  

 

The main benefits to having a Model 

Office environment are ensuring  buy-in 

from major stakeholders early on and 

letting users be part of building a credible 

business case (to reduce resistance at 

rollout). 

 

The model office allows visualisation of 

solutions that can be designed to meet 

user requirements which means user 

adoption is enhanced.  

 

It also identifies ‘wow factors’ and ‘quick 

wins’ to enhance business cases and  

create early adoption of new working 

processes and practices. 
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Using a Model Office as a proof of 

concept  within the business case 

creates an iterative loop around 

requirements capture, design, and build 

until completion; it also saves on 

reprogramming. 

 

It provides a facilitated and highly 

effective means to capture and agree 

requirements and solutions with key 

users across different parts of the 

organisation in a time-efficient manner. 

 

It identifies the requirements that really 

matter to end-users matching these to 

the standard software solution available 

and so avoiding costly and inflexible 

customisations.   

 

All processes, tools and material for 

business change activities such as 

training, migration and new operational 

procedures can also all be trialed within 

a Model Office. 
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Having a strong business case for a 

business analytics project  is essential 

for stakeholder sign-off.  Integrating a 

Model Office demonstration is a powerful 

way of achieving this. 

 

The proof of concepts environment can 

help the buying decision through the 

power of demonstration.  It also includes 

users and sponsors earlier on within the 

project process. 

 

One of the ultimate benefits is 

transferring the test development into the 

final system, making the project more 

cost effective with shorter development 

times. 
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